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CLEARING NEGATIVE AGENDA ENERGETICS, THROUGH COMMANDING PERSONAL SPACE 

 

Through the power of the ONE UNIFIED CHRYSTALINE HEART IN ME, I am a free sovereign being with direct 

access to source energy.    I am an eternal soul in a temporary human form. I am an unlimited being with 

unlimited potential. 

 

Through the Law of One, I claim and take back all my intended birthrights. I claim and take back all my 

intended power as a Free-Will Co-creator Being. In this awareness I am the only authority of me, my body and 

my life. I claim and take back my body as my own. I am the only one that resides in my body now.  

 

I thank my Mighty I AM Presence/higher-self for fulfilling all of these decrees for me now and every day.  I call 

on my Higher-Self, God and 4-D multi-dimensional freedom team, (Team Justice) to now go out ahead of me 

to: Dissolve, Disentangle, Dismantle, Delete, Disintegrate and Nullify All..... 

 

.......false ascension matrices, false paradigms of power, 12 D-barriers, bridled energies, war machines, 

imposter spirits, zeta seals, low level EMFs, alien machinery, artificial intelligence, mind control programs, 

crucifixion, crown of thorns, reptilian-tail, 666, metatronic or glandular system implants, metatronic reversals, 

suppressor parasite entities, holographic inserts, tracking devices, scalar tagging,  splitter technology, templar 

seals, and any other form of negative agenda manipulation or ownership..... 

 

I command all negative alien energetics to now free and release me. YOU ARE NO LONGER ALLOWED HERE!!  

This is my body! I am the only authority, controller and one residing in my body now.  I am the only thinker in 

my mind, and the only feeler in my body.  All else is cast out now through the power of the one heart in me. I 

thank God, my higher self and Freedom Team for doing this for me.  

 

I now call on my 5-D multi-dimensional freedom team (Team Venus, The Blooming Five) with the power of 

Healing Vision and Unconditional Eternal Transfiguring Love, to now go out ahead of me for: precipitation, 

activation, integration, restoration and illumination of the Divine Plan with unified equal exchanges of 

energies both male and female in physical form.  I claim Freedom and sovereignty as my birthright.  

I take back my Power to Flower every Hour.  

 

I thank my higher-self, God Source energy and my guides, Team Justice and Team Freedom to clear all 

energetics and empower my being to be the full expression of my intended self.  

 

I am my highest, Divinely Intended, Free, Sovereign, Purified, Individualized expression of God Goddess in the 

now. I am Free, I am Sovereign. I am God. I am Goddess. I am that I am. 


